TRUCKFLUSH DIFFUSER AND TABLET DECHLORINATOR

Always wear Personal Protective Equipment like Safety Glasses, Gloves, and Work Boots.

TRUCKFLUSH OVERVIEW

Pollardwater’s TruckFlush is ideal for potable water flushing where high flushing velocities are required.

The TruckFlush diffuser can dechlorinate your discharged water (2 ppm Chlorine or less) by using Vita-D-Chlor™ Tablets and the add-on accessory PTFDECHLORKIT.

Flow from either the pumper or side port on a fire hydrant. The TruckFlush is safely secured to the utility service truck by means of a 2” standard receiver hitch.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- **Connection**: 4” FQC
- **Flow Rate**: Up to 2500 GPM
- Connects to a 2” Square Receiver Hitch
- Discharges parallel to gutter with left and right hookups
- Removable top allows for easy access to Dechlorination Chamber
- Designed for use with Vita-D-Chlor™ Tablets
- Dechlorinates Water with 2 ppm Chlorine or less
- Dimensions: 18.5” L (less hitch extension) x 23.5” W x 14.5” H
- Weight: 98 lbs.

TRUCKFLUSH PRODUCTS

- **PTRUCKFLUSH** – TruckFlush with Nitrile Red Rubber Hose; 4-1/2” FNST x 4” MQC, 15’
- **PTRUCKFLUSHRL** – TruckFlush Less Hose

TRUCKFLUSH ACCESSORIES

- **PTFDECHLORKIT** – Dechlorination Kit includes (1) PTFCRADLE & (3) LPDTABLETSCREEN
- **PTFLESHREDUCERK** – Reducer Kit; reduces the Inlet to a 2-1/2” FNST
- **A2160250015NSTALRL** – Nitrile Red Rubber Hose 2-1/2” FNST X 2-1/2” MNST, 15’
- **HHHGV25NH25NH** – Aluminum 2-1/2” NST Hydrant Gate Valve
- **A216040001545FNSTE** – Nitrile Red Rubber Hose 4-1/2” FNST X 4” MQC, 15’
- **HH80045NHM45NH** – Aluminum 4-1/2” NST Hydrant Gate Valve

CHEMICAL

- **PVITADCHLOR140** – Pail of 140 Vita-D-Chlor Tablets

VITA-D-CHLOR™

REPLACEMENT ACCESSORIES

- **PTFCRADLE** – Tablet Screen Cradle Assembly
- **PLPDTABLETSCREEN** – Tablet Screen (each)
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